
DO NOT ALLOW TO ADOPT DO NOT ALLOW TO FOSTER DO NOT ALLOW TO 
RESCUE LIST 
 
This List includes Flippers, Fraudsters, Slingers, Scammers. 
 
DNA LIST 
 
 
 
1.  Anita Warren-Anita Warren is DNA from San Bernardino Animal Care and 
Control. Anita Warren has animal abuse charges on her record as well as 
numerous civil and criminal convictions. 
 
Dead horse stirs up Crystal Beach neighborhood 

 

 
Eddy Early/Special to News-Herald Photo 
Dead horse in Crystal Beach 
 
A dead horse lays underneath a tarp Thursday at a residence in the 1100 block 
of Riverside Drive in Crystal Beach. The horse rested their deceased from 
Monday until its removal Friday morning, which caused some concern for 
county health officials. 
 
Posted: Saturday, September 8, 2012 12:00 am 
By GREG MOBERLY TODAY’S NEWS-HERALD  
Although the Mohave County Sheriff’s Office determined that no crime was 
committed, a dead horse in Crystal Beach and the horse’s absent owner did 
create a stir for the unincorporated area this week. 
Monday, the horse at a residence in the 1100 block of Riverside Drive was put 
down by a veterinarian from Manzanita Animal Hospital in Kingman after the 
owner, Anita Warren, requested a vet inspect the animal, according to Sheriff’s 
Office press release. 
Nearby neighbors separately expressed concerns about the animal’s health in 



the last nearly week and a half since the property owner had been gone. They 
were concerned that no one was caring for the animal in Warren’s absence 
which sheriff’s officials said wasn’t true because they learned that there was 
someone left to care for the horse and that person was giving the animal proper 
food, water and medication during the owner’s absence. 
Despite the care, the animal needed to be put down. 
With the deceased animal on the property since Monday, Mohave County 
Environmental Health Department officials couldn’t wait any longer and after 
giving 24 hour notice, they removed the horse Friday morning and took it to the 
nearby landfill. 
“There could have been a major vector issue in the neighborhood (if the horse 
wasn’t removed soon),” said Rachel Patterson, Mohave County Environmental 
Health manager. Flies and insects come with the horse as it starts to decay, she 
added. 
“With the heat, I’m sure there were flies,” Patterson said. 
According to the Environmental Health report on the horse, the owner 
reportedly wanted the horse to be buried on site, but she was told the animal 
had to be disposed of in a landfill and removed by the end of day Wednesday 
when the 24 hours were up. 
The horse was covered in a tarp for the past several days on the property. 
Because they could not get the homeowner’s cooperation, the county 
anticipates putting a lien on the home for the cost of the abating the problem - 
removing the dead horse - and for civil penalities, Patterson said. 
It’s unknown when Warren, the property owner, left and if she had returned to 
the home since the horse’s death, but based on details provided by the Sheriff’s 
Office, clearly deputies have been in touch with the owner. 
During the visit to the home with a chained and locked gate Friday, there didn’t 
appear to be any signs of anybody inside, but there was no way to knock on the 
door to get a response because of the gate. 
“A week ago, the horse was out there dying,” said Mary Burtt, a neighbor in a 
nearby mobile home. “It couldn’t stand up on its feet.” 
The Sheriff’s Office first responded with animal control officers for a welfare 
check on the horse on Aug. 29, according to the press release. “At that time, the 
horse was found to be OK and being taken care of.” It was able to stand, but it 
was recommended at that time that “a veterinarian look at the horse for a hoof 
problem that the horse was being given medication for.” 
The horse was found to be suffering from a chronic case of laminitis, according 
to the Sheriff’s Office report. Laminitis is found in horses and cattle and causes 
lameness, inflammation and increased temperature in the hooves. 
The vet visited the residence twice on Monday and the second time the horse 
was put down, said Laura Oxley a spokeswoman with the Arizona Department of 
Agriculture. The department was also contacted about concerns for the horse, 



but had the Sheriff’s Office make contact on the incident. 
The Arizona Department of Agriculture has a dozen livestock officers who can 
investigate such matters, but because the state is so large and there are only so 
many officers, the department relies heavily on local partners to handle some 
cases, Oxley said. 
Western Arizona Humane Society was contacted by neighbors concerned about 
the horse’s health initially, but the nonprofit doesn’t have anybody with 
expertise on horses, said Victoria Cowper, executive director of the group. 
Humane Society officials referred the matter to county environmental health, 
she said. 
 
2.Vicky Tabor- 
 
3.  Monica Sarfaty  (11th Hour  Ginger's Rescue) (WA)  - IF YOU ARE A RESCUE OR 
ADOPTION FACILITY...PLEASE READ THIS...  DO NOT ADOPT ANIMALS OUT TO 
MONICA SARFATY. SHE IS UNDER INVESTIGATION FOR ANIMAL CRUELTY 
AND THE DEATH OF 9 DOGS IN AN 8 MONTH PERIOD OF TIME. THE DOGS ARE 
STRANGLED AND BEATEN AND THEN PRESENTED TO THE VETERINARY 
CLINIC , ALREADY DECEASED. SHE HAS PRESENTED TO 3 CLINICS IN THE 
BULVERDE AND SAN ANTONIO AREA. PLEASE BE AWARE AND REPORT ANY 
ACTIVITY TO THE COMAL COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE ATTN: DETECTIVE 
DOUG PHILLIPS @ 830-608-3417 
 
4.Cheryl Salvati -(We chased her out of SB and now she's pulling from Moreno 
Valley)   
 
5.Blaze Thall- 
 
6.  Ophir Benami- Dog Flipper, Slinger of dogs to Canada, no follow ups, no 
reference, vet or homecheck. 
 
We've all heard of dog flipping, but does anyone really recognize a flipper when 
they encounter one I'm guessing NO.  Dog Flippers don't give a shit about the 
animals.  Animals are just a means of income.  
 
Dog Flippers don't give a shit about the dogs. 
Most dog flippers don't have regular employment as they depend on YOU, the 
kind hearted animal community, to make their money.  It's really tragic.  
 
Dogs are pulled from a secure environment ALWAYS ON OTHER PEOPLES 
DIME, I might add, and then shipped off to unknown places and unknown 
distances; without any concern for the animal.  



 
Dog flippers have no conscience whatsoever.  It's never about the animals, it's 
always about the money.  
 
Dog flippers use the animals as long as the dog is useful. Pulling every trick in 
the book to separate you from your money. They do it by posting constant 
pleas, such as: Dogs need pulled. Dogs need medical , Dogs need training (ca-
Dogs need transport.     
 

Did anyone notice the difference between real rescue and dog flippers in 
the paragraph above?  It's very subtle.  Flippers ALWAYS have multiples of 
dogs, all the time.  Real rescues take only what they can afford to 
save...usually one DOG at a time.... Flippers operate with DOGS. 

 
 
Lots of these dogs end up spending their life in boarding (if they're lucky). but 
unfortunately, most of the dogs that become victims of a dog flipper end up 
dumped in another shelter or in another country, or worse,... in another shelter 
in another country; after the partners in crime dump the dog when it's no longer 
profitable to keep the dog alive.  
 
ALWAYS NEEDING MONEY-  It doesn't matter if you just donated $100 or $800 to 
"save a dog" yesterday.... the flipper always needs more (and it's always high 
dollar amounts).  
 
• Real rescue(r)(s) don't need you to donate for EVERY dog they pull.  No, they 

don't.  Only a dog flipper does that.   
• Real rescue(r)(s) will have several photos of the dogs they rescue... and you 

don't even need to ask for a photo.  Imagine that.   
• Real rescue(r)(s) DON'T send truckloads of dogs out of the country.  In fact, 

most legitimate rescues prefer to keep their dogs in state.  I think it's 
important to note here that cross country rescue does happen and doesn't 
necessarily mean dog flipper.   

LAST OF ALL- Flippers (and bad rescues) ALWAYS blame others for their own 
misfortunes.  They will try like hell to keep their money coming in, which means 
drama, drama, drama.  Always playing the victim when, in fact, they are the very 
predator you need to avoid.  It's ALWAYS ABOUT THE MONEY for dog flippers. 
 Good luck getting any updates, new photos, basic info such as vet or boarding 
facility from a dog flipper.  They will not give this info up because they don't 
have it to give up.  It's all a facade.  
 



7.Linda Stone-  
 
8.Sherri Shearer Waters(Wounded Warrier's Pack)- ★UPDATE★: Nikki was 
euthanized by private vet after being picked up on 7/06/13  RIP Nikki we are so 
sorry & shed tears for you. 
 ★❥ADOPTED❥★❥  by Sherri Shearer Waters 7/06/13  NIKKI - ID#A350151 (Moreno 
Valley, CA)  My name is NIKKI and I am a neutered male, black and tan German 
Shepherd Dog.  The shelter thinks I am about 4 years old.  I have been at the 
shelter since Jun 29, 2013 and I may be available for adoption on Jun 29, 2013 at 
1:05PM 
 
9.  Kimberly Dowling-Abuses dogs in her care, chokes, hits and chains pitbulls. 
20 dogs abandoned by All Animal Rescue, Samantha Weissner, Stephanie 
Denueve, Christine James and Kimberly dowling.DNA 
 
A mess of a rescue! DNA, Kimberley Dowling, Stephanie Denueve and 
Samantha Weissner, All Animals Rescue. 
 
Stop sending money to All Animals Rescue!!! They have eight dogs abandoned 
in boarding at Pet Chalet in Corona, CA. They have not paid their boarding bill of 
$15,000. If they are not paying their bills, where are your pledges going? 

The boarding facility is willing to work with us to get these dogs out safely. 
People will be going tomorrow to get photos and videos of the dogs that will 
need to be re-rescued. A copy of this code section was given to the person who 
stopped by the boarding facility today. 

They are giving us a gift by allowing us time to place these dogs in new foster's 
or rescues. We must use this time wisely. Please check back for more 
information on which dogs need help. 

Stop supporting All Animals Rescue! Once the money stops, they will go away. 

 
10.  Beverlee Ann Hiltz of  Mainevile Bulldog Rescue- RESCUED 14 plus dogs out 
of San Bernardino City Shelter BY Beverlee-Ann Hiltz with a wannabe rescue 
named "Maineville Bulldog Rescue" only to be dumped on another rescue along 
with 14 other dogs.  
 
11.  Lori Griffith   
 
12.Jennifer Rose- 
 



13. Ashley Nicole Miller/Pitties and Kitties- Below you'll find an outline of the 
abuses that have occurred at the hands of Ashley Nicole.  You will also find the 
police report relating to her most recent arrest that led to her admitting animal 
cruelty by signing a plea agreement (which will be added later).   
 
You will read in the police report about the home neutering of THREE of her 
dogs, using a rubber band.  
 
Also shown is a photo of one of her dogs that she treated for a broken leg by 
taping up the leg with duct tape and putting a make shift e-collar made of tape 
around his head.   
 
Also included the surveillance video that captured Ashley hitting and kicking her 
dog in the face during one of her "training" sessions.   
Ashley Nicole has been arrested TWICE for ANIMAL CRUELTY.   
 
 
14.  Mutt Shack  /Ruff Roads  -Does no take their dogs back once adopted out and 
tells adopters to take the dogs to the shelter. Recently there was a dog 'rescued' 
from the East Valley Animal Shelter in Van Nuys California. The Rescue who 
pulled the dog was Muttshack Animal Rescue. Muttshack is run by Amanda St. 
John. Animal Rescue Dumps Dog Back At A Los Angeles Kill Shelter. 
 
15.Jessica Mills-Canadian Dog Slinger, Dog Flipper works with Ophir Benami. 
 
We've all heard of dog flipping, but does anyone really recognize a flipper when 
they encounter one I'm guessing NO.  Dog Flippers don't give a shit about the 
animals.  Animals are just a means of income.  
 
Dog Flippers don't give a shit about the dogs. 
Most dog flippers don't have regular employment as they depend on YOU, the 
kind hearted animal community, to make their money.  It's really tragic.  
 
Dogs are pulled from a secure environment ALWAYS ON OTHER PEOPLES 
DIME, I might add, and then shipped off to unknown places and unknown 
distances; without any concern for the animal.  
 
Dog flippers have no conscience whatsoever.  It's never about the animals, it's 
always about the money.  
 
Dog flippers use the animals as long as the dog is useful. Pulling every trick in 
the book to separate you from your money. They do it by posting constant 



pleas, such as: Dogs need pulled. Dogs need medical , Dogs need training (ca-
Dogs need transport.     
 

Did anyone notice the difference between real rescue and dog flippers in 
the paragraph above?  It's very subtle.  Flippers ALWAYS have multiples of 
dogs, all the time.  Real rescues take only what they can afford to 
save...usually one DOG at a time.... Flippers operate with DOGS. 

 
 
Lots of these dogs end up spending their life in boarding (if they're lucky). but 
unfortunately, most of the dogs that become victims of a dog flipper end up 
dumped in another shelter or in another country, or worse,... in another shelter 
in another country; after the partners in crime dump the dog when it's no longer 
profitable to keep the dog alive.  
 
ALWAYS NEEDING MONEY-  It doesn't matter if you just donated $100 or $800 to 
"save a dog" yesterday.... the flipper always needs more (and it's always high 
dollar amounts).  
 
• Real rescue(r)(s) don't need you to donate for EVERY dog they pull.  No, they 

don't.  Only a dog flipper does that.   
• Real rescue(r)(s) will have several photos of the dogs they rescue... and you 

don't even need to ask for a photo.  Imagine that.   
• Real rescue(r)(s) DON'T send truckloads of dogs out of the country.  In fact, 

most legitimate rescues prefer to keep their dogs in state.  I think it's 
important to note here that cross country rescue does happen and doesn't 
necessarily mean dog flipper.   

LAST OF ALL- Flippers (and bad rescues) ALWAYS blame others for their own 
misfortunes.  They will try like hell to keep their money coming in, which means 
drama, drama, drama.  Always playing the victim when, in fact, they are the very 
predator you need to avoid.  It's ALWAYS ABOUT THE MONEY for dog flippers. 
 Good luck getting any updates, new photos, basic info such as vet or boarding 
facility from a dog flipper.  They will not give this info up because they don't 
have it to give up.  It's all a facade.  
 
 
16.  Dawn Hansen/Dawn Almond  - Pledges stolen by Dawn Almond and the pit 
bull is now pregnant 
JANIE ABANDONED by SCAMMERS Dawn Almond, Janice Mason, Shannon 
Belstra-Wilkerson , Anne Shapiro - PRESIDENT of FETCH, INC  Madison, WI   



posing as a "rescue" , that stole pledges on a San Bernardino dog  and didn't 
get her spayed and now she's PREGNANT. 
 
17.  Lemore Aizenman  -Lemore Aizenman has had numerous run ins and 
altercations with Animal Control, Lemore Aizenman has been booked and 
arrested and spent time in the Los Angeles County Jail system for assault on an 
Animal Control Officer and Lemore Aizenman currently has other various civil 
lawsuits along with two restraining orders against Lemore Aizenman, one by an 
Animal Control Officer and one by Lemore Aizenman’s neighbor. Lemore 
Aizenaman is also currently a defendant in a Felony Assault Case and Lemore 
Aizenman is also currently the Defendant with a pending Civil case against her 
within the LA County Court System. 
Lemore Aizenman had her own pit bull euthanized at the vet Lemore Aizenman 
did not want to spend $$ to train the pit bull. 
 
There is also a petition against Lemore Aizenman that has garnered 10,000 
signatures regarding her bullying, stalking and harassment. 
 
https://www.change.org/p/facebook-remove-lemore-aizenman-melissa-jewell-
jacinda-martinez-all-their-friends-who-are-helping-them-harass-people-from-
facebook-for-violating-facebook-policies   
 
18.Stephanie Deneuve. –Dog Slinger, Dog Flipper works with Samantha 
Weissner and All Animals Rescue. 
 
These are the names of the people associated with All Animals Rescue and 
helped to pump up pledges and then collect pledges. They already know these 
dogs have been neglected for months, unvetted, stuck in boarding but choose 
to turn the other way. Do your self a favor and block everyone on this list.  
Stephanie Deneuve (Wilson),  Samantha Weisser,  Terisha Mitchell,  Michele 
Wilson,  Megan Gleeson,  Jenny Hauschildt ,  Angie Wiedenkeller,  Christine 
James  ,Jacinda Martinez,  Barbara Horvath 
 
19.Christianna Billman Coppola. Animal Hoarder, Animal Control Officers seized 
more than 90 unvetted, sick, emaciated dogs from her home and the vet clinic 
that her boyfriend worked at before he was fired. 
 
Criminal animal abuse charges were filed Friday against an Arleta woman and 
her boyfriend, accusing them of hoarding 93 dogs, some near death, inside her 
San Fernando Valley home. 

City Attorney Mike Feuer said Christianna Billman Hartwell Coppola, 39, and 



George Katcher, 39, were charged with three counts each of animal cruelty and 
three counts of animal neglect. If convicted, they could face up to six months in 
jail and $1,000 in fines on each count. 

“Hoarding animals is inhumane and totally repugnant,” Feuer said. “This case is 
part of our continuing commitment to stop animal cruelty and hold those 
responsible accountable.” The case filed against the two allege they had been 
taking animals from city shelters and then seeking contributions for their care. 

They are scheduled to be arraigned on Dec. 11 in the San Fernando Courthouse. 

Los Angeles Animal Services officials were alerted to the problem by neighbors 
in July, who complained of a stench coming from the home. 

Animal Services officers went to Coppolla’s home, where they found animals 
throughout the house stacked in cages with large amounts of feces and urine 
and inadequate amounts of food and water. 

Officers said Coppolla was covered in animal feces when they met her and that 
odors could be detected from as much as 100 feet away. 

Ninety-three dogs were taken into custody, many suffering from a variety of 
diseases, including heartworm, open ulcers and mange. Others had intestinal 
parasites and respiratory infections. 
 
 
20. PURRR Rescue - WA Diana Van Dusen  . Animal Hoarder, Animal Abuser, she 
has admitted to using stun guns on the pit bulls under her rescue’s care, 
Scammer, Fraudster, Dog Dumper. The director of PURRR Rescue, a 
Washington-based dog rescue group, admitted in text messages from her phone 
that she has used tasers to help her control her dogs. 

Diana VanDusen said in a text conversation that she touched the cage of one of 
her dogs with a taser and “blasted her on the foot.” 

She added that the charge went thru cage to the dog’s feet and “she instantly let 
go jolted back.” She also said the shock was like “hitting and election (she 
meant electric) fence.” 

After she shocked the dog she said to “snapped to go after me I screamed she 
stopped.” She also said, “The pain caused her to trigger.” 
 
PURRR Rescue is already under scrutiny. In December the Tacoma News 
Tribune reported that over the course of about a month last summer, 3 dogs 
adopted out by PURRR killed 2 cats and 2 dogs. 2 of the dogs had to be 



euthanized and another is at a boarding facility at Joint Base Lewis McChord. 

And in 2013, a dog adopted from PURRR mauled a 6 year-old-boy after it had 
bitten the father and 2 of the children of the family in the month after they 
adopted it. That dog was euthanized as well. 

The Humane Society for Tacoma and Pierce County and Metro Animal Services 
in Puyallup stopped releasing dogs to VanDusen, and the City of Lakewood 
denied her business license application because allowing her to keep adopting 
out dogs could be “injurious to the public health, safety and welfare.” 

Currently, VanDusen has about 20-25 dogs that live outdoors in kennels. She’s 
had most of them for over a year, and after her business license was denied in 
Lakewood, she’s hidden them in an undisclosed location. 

Pictures and videos from the PURRR Facebook page show the dogs are living 
outside in kennels inside pop-up tents scattered around a fenced-in yard. 

People who have seen the dogs there say the tents are heated with electric 
heaters, and still shots from a PURRR video show extension chords scattered 
around the yard going into all the tents. This is extremely dangerous. A tent 
could quickly go up in flames if a heater malfunctions. 
 
These new revelations about PURRR Rescue are extremely disturbing. 
Reputable rescues: 

Don’t use a taser on their dogs  Don’t house their dogs in kennels or keep them 
in boarding for months  . Don’t keep their dogs in tents outside.  Don’t use a 
bunch of extension chords and electric heaters to keep dogs warm  Don’t hide 
their dogs from the public 

Other rescues have offered to take dogs from PURRR to help, but so far 
VanDusen has refused their offers. In fact, she’s still bringing up dogs from 
California to sell. 

This is unacceptable. 

Using tasers and shock collars on dogs trapped in kennels is not only abusive, 
it can make them extremely aggressive and create behavioral problems.  

Keeping dogs in kennels for months isn’t rescuing them. 

Neither is adopting dogs out that get euthanized due to severe 
aggression problems. 



 
As we saw with the Olympic Animal ‘Sanctuary” in Forks, keeping dogs hidden 
from the public and refusing help from other groups are troubling signs that a 
rescue may not be operating with the best interests of the dogs in mind. 

I hope VanDusen will change her mind and allow other groups to take her 
dogs. Until then, the public scrutiny of PURRR Rescue will continue. 
 
 
21. ARK and now the new rescue is Rescue Me Ranch...person is Chris Craite / 
Angela Halfman has a new rescue called Cause For SB Paws. Chris Craite and 
Angela Halfman fostered and volunteered for ARK, Chris Craite and Angela 
Halfman had knowledge and were aware of dogs that had high pledges attached 
to them being unvetted, dogs with high pledges being euthanized, dogs being 
left unsupervised and fighting each other, dogs killing the small weaker dogs, 
dogs disappearing and dying at Foster Homes. 
 
22.  Vincent Broeske- July 21st, 2014. ALERT-- ALLEGED TRAINER/RESCUE 
Vincent Broeske of Baldwin's K9s has surrendered close to twenty dogs to high 
kill shelter, TWO OF WHICH ARE NOW DEAD. Read below, updates are up at 
top, initial post below.  July 27 - Parker and Mowgli have been rescued by other 
groups and are safe and out of the shelter.  JULY 23 - We have verified that 
Vincent and his father have surrendered almost 20 dogs to Castaic shelter in the 
past year. Currently, there are two dogs IN DANGER AT THE SHELTER - 
PARKER https://www.petfinder.com/petdetail/29774202 and MOWGLI 
https://www.petfinder.com/petdetail/29774203 . WE have confirmed with the 
rescue that pulled Mufasa (another dog Vincent was fostering) that he has been 
safely adopted and they are following up with the adopter to confirm his safety. 
jul 22-- a dog he dumped at Castiac (PRINCE) was euthanized by the shelter 
today. 
July 21--- I tried to give Vincent the benefit of the doubt by asking him about the 
information I was sent below on his "rescue", and he blocked me. Guilty much? 
BEWARE -- Now I am very very worried about the fate of the east valley dog he 
rescued named Mufasa. Please read below! -- I was sent this from someone who 
would like to remain anonymous : "Those of you who know me well, Know that I 
don't participate in BASHING. Unfortunately we all have someone on our mutual 
friend list that is a clear and current danger to any animal that he may take into 
his rescue, foster or take into training. His name is Vincent S. Broeske He owns 
and operates...... Baldwin's K9's Training & Rescue Please do not allow him to 
foster, rescue or train any dogs for Rescue. He supposedly was taking in dogs 
to train as service dogs and had a waiting list. A very good committed rescue 
had a young pittie deemed a good candidate for training as a service dog. She 



did her due diligence and could find nothing bad about him. She then drove the 
4 hours each way to the rescue and checked it out, before leaving the dog with 
him for training and placement in a home where she would be loved and 
needed. This was 3 weeks ago. Yesterday he called her to let her know that the 
dog had been adopted by a family with two kids with many more details. The 
rescue asked for the contract, contact info and a picture of this sweet girl with 
the family. It was all a lie to cover up the fact that his father had grabbed up 5 
dogs from the rescue, and taken them to the local kill shelter. This was 
discovered when the Shelter called the rescue from her microchip which by 
contract has her as the second contact. During this conversation the shelter 
revealed that the father does this often. Unfortunately this is not information 
they give out before they have your dog. How many dogs have died because of 
this is unknown, but it needs to stop now. This man would have let this dog die 
in that shelter rather then have the truth revealed. He actively tried to hide the 
truth. The links to his rescue are down for now, but please be aware that dogs 
are not safe in his care. We need to make sure no one helps him get more dogs 
to endanger. As I said at the open of this pm I am not a Basher this is the only 
place I plan to share it, bur having personal knowledge not rumor on this matter 
I felt that I had to share this information with you for the sake of the dogs in 
need." 
 
23- Jenny Hauschidt-Dog Slinger, Dog Flipper. These are the names of the 
people associated with All Animals Rescue and helped to pump up pledges and 
then collect pledges. They already know these dogs have been neglected for 
months, unvetted, stuck in boarding but choose to turn the other way. Do your 
self a favor and block everyone on this list.  
Stephanie Deneuve (Wilson),  Samantha Weisser,  Terisha Mitchell,  Michele 
Wilson,  Megan Gleeson,  Jenny Hauschildt ,  Angie Wiedenkeller,  Christine 
James  ,Jacinda Martinez,  Barbara Horvath 
. 
24.  Dana Beisel- Staunch Supporter of Dog Flippers and Dog Slingers like 
PURRR Rescue and Diane Van Dusen. 
 
25.Hailey Moss- 
 
26. April Palmer-Staunch PURRR and Diana Van Dusen supporter that condones 
Diana Van Dusen’s Animal Hoarding and Animal Abuse. 
 
27.  Jacinda Martinez - Jacinda Martinez is a convicted Drug Addict along with 
felony convictions for Drug Sales, Drug Transportation. Jacinda Martinez also 
was convicted of hit and run charges, being under the influence of drug and 
alcohol and was court ordered into a drug and alcohol program. Jacinda 



Martinez has done numerous stints in the Orange County Jails. Jacinda Martinez 
was also charged with Child Abuse and Child Endangerment and her daughter 
was removed from Jacinda Martinez’s Custody by Child Protective Services, 
Jacinda Martinez had to take mandatory parenting classes before her daughter 
was allowed to go back into her care, and 6 years later Child Protective Services 
still monitors Jacinda Martinez parenting skills and sadly this probably wont be 
the last time that Child Protective Services takes her daughter away. 
 
Jacinda Joyce Martinez (Jacinda Martinez ) (Alias Cynthia Joyce Martinez) 
Subject Information: 

Last Known Address:  16816 Oak Way Lane Chino Hills, CA.  Zip Code 91709.  
Parcel Number 1000-101-15, Sale Price  $195,000. Square Feet, 568. 1 Bedroom 1 
Bathroom, Year Built 1925. Sale Date 02/28/2014. Deed Holder: David 
Keakaakealoha Pahia. 

Criminal & Civil Court Records: 
 
Orange County Jail Reports Jacinda Martinez sentenced to 180 Days in Jail on 
08/01/2000, Jacinda Martinez was released on 12/26/200 and 
Jacinda Martinez was ordered on 3 years Probation, Jacinda Martinez was 
ordered forthwith to enter a court ordered drug and alcohol program, Jacinda 
Martinez was also ordered to complete AB762 drug and alcohol program. 
Orange County Superior Court: 
Case No. 00NM11737-6/25/2000, Jacinda Martinez- FAILURE TO STOP AT SCENE 
OF ACCIDENT, DUI ALCOHOL AN OR DRUGS, DUI BLOOD ALCOHOL .08 OR 
MORE. 
Convicted of Count 1- VC 20001 (A) FAIL TO STOP AT SCENE OF ACCIDENT  
Convicted of Count 2- VC 23152 (A) DUI ALCOHOL AND OR DRUGS 
Convicted of Count 3- VC 23152 (B) DUI BLOOD ALCOHOL .08 OR MORE. 
County Jail 08/01/2000. 
 
09/26/2000 Jacinda Martinez ordered by Orange County Superior Court to pay 
$1843.00 in court fees. 
 
02/14/2001 Jacinda Martinez failed to pay court ordered fees, Warrant Issued for 
Jacinda Martinez for failure to pay fees and fines. 
 
02/28/2001 Jacinda Martinez PROBATION REVOKED, PROBATION VIOLATION 
WARRANT ISSUED. 
 
Case No. 09HF0090-01/15/2009, Jacinda Martinez and Co Defendant David Pahia 
-SALES AND OR TRANSPORT OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE,  POSSESSION 



OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE WITH INTENT TO SELL, CHILD ABUSE AND 
CHILD ENDANGERMENT. 
CONVICTED OF COUNT 1-11379 (a) HS Felony-Sales and or Transport of a 
Controlled Substance  
CONVICTED OF COUNT 2-11378 HS Felony-Possession of Controlled Substance 
with Intent to Sell. 
DISMISSED COUNT 3-273(a) PC Child Abuse and Child Endangerment, Minor 
Child removed from Jacinda Martinez custody while Jacinda Martinez was 
incarcerated and remanded into the custody of OC Sheriffs Department. Jacinda 
Martinez minor child placed in the care and custody of Childrens Protective 
Services. 
 
01/28/2009 Jacinda Martinez and Co Defendant David Pahia plead guilty two 
felony counts each  of Sales and Transport of Controlled Substance and 
Possession of Controlled Substance with Intent to Sell.  
Jacinda Martinez and David Pahia are both represented by Public Defenders and 
Jacinda Martinez is sentenced to 180 days in County Jail and Co Defendant 
David Pahia is sentenced to 120 days in county jail. 
 
 
There is also a petition against Jacinda Martinez that has garnered 10,000 
signatures regarding her bullying, stalking and harassment. 
 
https://www.change.org/p/facebook-remove-lemore-aizenman-melissa-jewell-
jacinda-martinez-all-their-friends-who-are-helping-them-harass-people-from-
facebook-for-violating-facebook-policies 
 
28.Samantha Weissner-  Pulled Pit Bulls with high pledges with no plans and or 
no fosters in place Dumped 15 plus dogs into boarding, while taking all the 
pledge money and using it for her personal use and gain.  
 
20 dogs abandoned by All Animal Rescue, Samantha Weissner, Stephanie 
Denueve, Christine James and Kimberly dowling.DNA 
 
A mess of a rescue! DNA, Kimberley Dowling, Stephanie Denueve and 
Samantha Weissner, All Animals Rescue. 
 
Stop sending money to All Animals Rescue!!! They have eight dogs abandoned 
in boarding at Pet Chalet in Corona, CA. They have not paid their boarding bill of 
$15,000. If they are not paying their bills, where are your pledges going? 

The boarding facility is willing to work with us to get these dogs out safely. 
People will be going tomorrow to get photos and videos of the dogs that will 



need to be re-rescued. A copy of this code section was given to the person who 
stopped by the boarding facility today. 

They are giving us a gift by allowing us time to place these dogs in new foster's 
or rescues. We must use this time wisely. Please check back for more 
information on which dogs need help. 

Stop supporting All Animals Rescue! Once the money stops, they will go away. 

 
 
 
 
 


